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Round 2
Le Pecherau, July  
2nd & 3rd 2011

“After all the fun of rubbing 
kneesliders at Circuit Carole 
in Round 1, the Monsters Race 
competitors headed to Le Pecherau, 
where the competition would be 
held along a 200m drag strip. no 
sliders needed, only technical 
knowledge and, above all, power! 
Imagine our riders doing battle like 
James dean, along a 200m distance 
where the take-off technique is as 
important as horsepower. 

“Before the race, one racer 
called Rick telephoned to say he 
would change his R1 specially for 
the drag racing round. He was going 
to lower the front end and add 
weights to the spindle to counter 
wheelies. opinion was divided on 
the scheme, but the regulations 
permit it. He then offered to put the 
bike back to standard, so as not to 
be unfair to other racers, but on 
arriving at the paddock it wasn’t 
just Rick who had modified his bike 
to suit the straightlining – Remi, 
with his 1540cc V-Max, had also 
fitted wheel weights. It’s all fair 
game...

“The racing saw Remi’s V-Max 
take command of qualifying with 
a time of 7.044. Rick, enjoying 
the benefits of his wheel weights, 

 1  – Raspo
 2  – Remi
 3  – Rick
 4  – Warrior
 5  – JMB
 6  – Ricou The Baton
 7  – Chris
 8  – Renobuell12s
 9  – Cool-Ti
10  – Kiss Me Please
11  – Christos
12  – Madroro
13  – Polo

Results:

was right behind him with 7.107. 
Behind him was Raspo on his ZR-X 
with a 7.132, with Cool-Ti and KMP 
completing the top five, with a 7.2 
each. 

“In the next round Remi easily 
qualified in the final, with Rick 
losing out to a very rapid Raspo. 
Lawrence ‘Warrior’ made an 
excellent run and was successful 
as Cool-Ti stalled at the startline. 
In the final, Raspo continued 
unchallenged and won the event.” 
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